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(54) Title: LOCKING MECHANISM

FIG. 5

(57) Abstract: A locking mechanism for a storage container is provided. The locking mech
anism is positioned on a center post of the storage container and includes a sled, a handle or 
knob, a connecting mechanism, a sled arresting mechanism, and a lock. Depending upon the 
position of the lock, the handle can unlatch the container. When the lock is in the unlocked 
position, the sled arresting mechanism allows the unlatching of the container. When the 
lock is in the locked position, the sled arresting mechanism prevents the unlatching of the 
container. The locking mechanism is resistant to drill attack due to its vertical configuration 
and positioning of a cover on the center post.
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LOCKING MECHANISM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority to Indian application No.

1658/MUM/2011, filed on June 6, 2011 and U.S. Patent Application No. 13/205,752, 

filed on August 9, 2011.

FIELD

[0002] The present application generally relates to methods and apparatuses 

for locking. Particularly, the present invention relates to a vertical locking 

mechanism.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A lock is a mechanical or an electronic device for restricting access to 

an enclosed property. More specifically, the lock is adapted to protect against forced 

and surreptitious entry to the enclosed property or the particular area. The lock may 

be used on a door, a vehicle, a container such as a storage box or the like. The lock 

may be locked and unlocked by using a key, a keycard, RFID signal, or by inputting a 

key code.

[0004] Generally, storage boxes, such as jobsite storage boxes, industrial 

storage boxes, house hold storage boxes or the like, include vertical lock systems. 

Presently, the vertical lock systems include a padlock placed in a horizontal position 

with a key hole in an uncovered position. Such arrangements of the padlock and the 

key hole make the prior art vertical lock system vulnerable to drill attack. Further, as 

an actuating knob of the existing vertical lock system is directly connected to the 

padlock, a person trying to break-in can apply positive force onto the padlock using 

the actuation knob, in a locked configuration of the padlock, to unlock it or break it 

open.

[0005] For example, US Patent No. 7,823,741 discloses a container with a 

locking system. However, the container with locking system of the US Patent No. 

7,823,741 is vulnerable to drill attack. Additionally, since the handle of the locking 

system of the US Patent No. 7,823,741 is directly connected to the padlock, a person 

trying to break-in can apply positive force onto the padlock using the handle, in a 

locked configuration of the padlock, to unlock it or break it open.
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[0006] Furthermore, U.S. Patent Publication 2010/0212376 discloses a 

locking system for a storage container. The locking system for a storage container 

includes a padlock or other similar type of lock that is located within the container. 

However, the locking system for a storage container disclosed in U.S. Patent 

Publication 2010/0212376 is inefficient and fails to prevent breaking forces from 

reaching the padlock by knob actuation. More particularly, no means are provided for 

dampening the breaking forces reaching the padlock, thereby preventing damage to 

the padlock.

[0007] Accordingly, there is a need for a locking mechanism that is resistant 

to drill attack. Further, there is a need for a locking mechanism that precludes 

application of positive force on a padlock by means of an actuation knob, in a locked 

configuration of the padlock. There is also a need for a locking mechanism that is 

easy to use and that provides improved security.

SUMMARY

[0008] In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a locking 

mechanism for use in a storage container having a center post is provided. The 

locking mechanism includes an actuator coupled to the center post and to the sled, a 

sled disposed on the center post and operatively coupled to the actuator, a connecting 

mechanism for connecting the actuator to the sled, a lock positioned on the center 

post, the lock capable of being locked and unlocked, and a sled arresting mechanism 

operatively coupled to the sled and allowing movement of the sled on the center post 

when the lock is unlocked. The actuator is capable of moving the locking mechanism 

from a locked position where access to the storage container is prevented, to an 

unlocked position in which access to the storage container is allowed. When the lock 

is unlocked and the actuator is moved in a vertical direction, the sled moves in the 

same direction as the actuator, moving the sled arresting mechanism in a horizontal 

direction toward the lock, which causes the latch rod to unlock the storage container.

[0009] In one embodiment, the lock is a padlock having a shackle and a key 

insertion surface. The connecting mechanism includes a bracket coupled to the 

actuator, a fastener connecting the bracket to the sled, and a spring disposed on the 

fastener. Further, the sled arresting mechanism includes a cam coupled to the sled 

and a sled arresting element secured to the cam. The sled arresting element allows 

movement of the sled on the center post when the lock is unlocked. The locking
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mechanism further includes a latch rod disposed on the sled being configured to 

engage with door catches on the storage container in the locked configuration of the 

storage container.

[0010] In another embodiment, the storage container includes a center post, a 

floor, upright side walls, a rear wall extending upwardly from the floor, and a ceiling 

attached to the side walls and rear wall. The floor, side walls, rear wall, and ceiling of 

the storage container define a storage cavity. A locking mechanism, such as the 

locking mechanism described above, is positioned on the center post of the storage 

container.

[0011] Alternatively, in another embodiment, the connecting mechanism 

includes a vertical rod and a nut and a washer assembly. The vertical rod is 

operatively connected to the sled and the actuator. The vertical rod has a stopper 

disposed at an operative lower end thereof. The stopper is adapted to facilitate lifting 

of the sled. The vertical rod is connected to the actuator substantially away from a 

fixed pivot end of the actuator. The spring is disposed on a top end of the vertical rod. 

The nut and washer assembly is disposed on a top end of the vertical rod above the 

spring. The spring is disposed between the actuator and the nut and the washer 

assembly.

[0012] Alternatively, in yet another embodiment, the connecting mechanism 

includes a vertical rod and a nut and a washer assembly. The vertical rod is 

operatively connected to the sled and the actuator. The vertical rod has a stopper 

disposed at a lower end thereof. The stopper is adapted to facilitate lifting of the sled. 

The vertical rod is connected to the actuator substantially away from a free end of the 

actuator. The spring is disposed on a top end of the vertical rod. The nut and washer 

assembly is disposed on a top end of the vertical rod above the spring, wherein the 

spring is disposed between the actuator and the nut and the washer assembly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The invention will now be explained in relation to the accompanying 

drawings, in which:

[0014] Figure 1 illustrates a perspective view of a storage box embodying a 

prior art vertical lock;

[0015] Figure 2 illustrates a perspective view of the prior art vertical lock as 

shown in Figure 1;
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[0016] Figure 3 illustrates a side view of a locking mechanism, in accordance 

with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0017] Figure 4 illustrates a perspective view of the locking mechanism of 

Figure 3 depicting securement with door catches of a storage box;

[0018] Figure 5 illustrates a perspective view of the locking mechanism of 

Figure 3 when the padlock is locked and the knob is actuated;

[0019] Figure 6 illustrates a perspective view of a padlock of the locking 

mechanism of Figure 3 depicting locked position of the padlock;

[0020] Figure 7a illustrates a perspective view of the padlock of Figure 6 

depicting unlocked position of the padlock;

[0021] Figure 7b illustrates a perspective view of the padlock of Figure 7a 

depicting a lock box disposed on the padlock;

[0022] Figure 8 illustrates a perspective view of a storage box containing the 

locking mechanism of Figure 3;

[0023] Figure 9 illustrates a perspective view of a fixed pivot for preventing 

locking of a cam of the locking mechanism of Figure 3 by an operative upward force;

[0024] Figure 10 illustrates a side view of connecting mechanism of the 

locking mechanism of Figure 3, in accordance with another embodiment of the 

present invention;

[0025] Figure 11 illustrates a perspective view of a locking mechanism, in 

accordance with another embodiment of the present invention;

[0026] Figure 12 illustrates a side view of the locking mechanism of Figure 

ii;

[0027] Figure 13 illustrates a side view of the locking mechanism of Figure 11 

when the padlock is locked and the knob is actuated;

[0028] Figure 14a illustrates a side view of the locking mechanism of Figure 

11 when the padlock is in unlocked position;

[0029] Figure 14b illustrates a side view of the locking mechanism of Figure 

11 when the padlock is in locked position;

[0030] Figure 15 illustrates a perspective view of the locking mechanism of 

Figure 11 depicting a guide bush of the locking mechanism;

[0031] Figure 16 illustrates a side view of a locking mechanism, in accordance 

with yet another embodiment of the present invention;
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[0032] Figure 17 illustrates a side view of connecting mechanism of the 

locking mechanism of Figure 16;

[0033] Figure 18 illustrates a side view of the locking mechanism of Figure 16 

depicting locked position of the padlock;

[0034] Figure 19 illustrates a perspective view of the padlock of the locking 

mechanism of Figure 16 depicting unlocked position of the padlock;

[0035] Figure 20 illustrates a perspective view the padlock of the locking 

mechanism of Figure 16 depicting locked position of the padlock;

[0036] Figure 21 illustrates a side view of a locking mechanism, in accordance 

with yet another embodiment of the present invention;

[0037] Figure 22 illustrates a perspective view of the padlock of the locking 

mechanism of Figure 21 depicting unlocked position of the padlock;

[0038] Figure 23 illustrates a perspective view of the padlock of the locking 

mechanism of Figure 21 depicting locked position of the padlock;

[0039] Figure 24 illustrates a side view of a spring loaded plate as connecting 

mechanism for the locking mechanism of Figure 21; and

[0040] Figure 25 illustrates an exploded view of the connecting mechanism of 

Figure 24.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0041] The invention will now be described with reference to the 

accompanying drawings which do not limit the scope and ambit of the invention. The 

description provided is purely by way of example and illustration. The block diagram 

and the description hereto are merely illustrative and only exemplify the invention and 

in no way limit the scope thereof.

[0042] Referring to Figures 1 and 2, a prior art vertical lock system 10 is 

disclosed. The vertical lock system 10 includes a padlock disposed in a housing 12 

and an actuation knob 14. The padlock is placed in a horizontal position with a key 

insertion surface facing outwardly in an uncovered position. Since the padlock is 

placed in the horizontal position and the key insertion surface is in the uncovered 

position, the prior art vertical lock system 10 is vulnerable to drill attack. Further, 

because the actuating knob 14 of the existing vertical lock system 10 is directly 

connected to the padlock, a person trying to break-in can apply positive force onto the 

padlock, using the actuation knob 14, in a locked configuration of the padlock.
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[0043] Accordingly, referring to Figures 3 to 25, locking mechanisms in 

accordance with various embodiments of the present invention are disclosed to 

alleviate the problems and limitations of prior art vertical lock systems. The locking 

mechanism of the present invention is adapted to provide comparatively more secured 

restricted access to an enclosed property or storage container, such as but not limited 

to jobsite storage boxes, industrial storage boxes, or household storage boxes, for 

example. The locking mechanism of the present invention is resistant to drill attack. 

Also, the knob of the locking mechanism of the present invention precludes 

application of positive force on the padlock in a locked configuration of the padlock.

[0044] Referring to Figures 3 to 8, a locking mechanism 100 is disclosed in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The locking mechanism 

100 is positioned on a center post 102 of a storage container 116, such as the storage 

container shown in Figures 4 and 8. Alternatively, the center post 102 may be 

secured to a frame of the storage container. The storage container further includes a 

floor, upright side walls, a rear wall extending upwardly from the floor, and a ceiling 

attached to the side walls and rear wall. The floor, side walls, rear wall, and ceiling of 

the storage container define a storage cavity. In another embodiment, the storage 

container may have more than one storage cavity.

[0045] The locking mechanism comprises a sled 104, an actuator, such as a 

knob 106, a connecting mechanism 108, a sled arresting mechanism including a cam 

110 and a sled arresting element 112, and a padlock 114. The locking mechanism 100 

is disposed along a closing edge of a hinged door, a sliding door or any other kind of 

door of a storage container. More specifically, the locking mechanism 100 is 

preferably disposed at a top portion of the closing edge of the door. However, it 

should be understood that the present invention is not limited to a particular position 

of the locking mechanism 100 along the closing edge of the door.

[0046] The sled 104 is adapted to be slidingly disposed on the center post 102. 

The knob 106 is operatively coupled to the center post 102 and the sled 104. In one 

embodiment, the knob 106 is operatively connected to the center post 102 by a knob 

fastener or knob bolt 118 and a bracket 122. The knob 106 is adapted to move 

upward and downward within a slot 120 (shown in Figure 4) configured on the center 

post 102. The knob 106 is adapted to actuate the sled 104 when the locking 

mechanism 100 is in an unlocked configuration.
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[0047] The connecting mechanism 108 is coupled to the knob 106 and the sled 

104. The connecting mechanism 108 is adapted to facilitate reciprocal, or upward and 

downward, movement of the sled 104 on the center post 102 in an unlocked 

configuration of the locking mechanism 100. The connecting mechanism 108 

includes the bracket 122, a fastener 124, and a spring 126. In one embodiment, the 

fastener 124 is a bolt. Alternatively, it should be understood that any suitable fastener 

124 may be used. The bracket 122 is coupled to the knob 106 by the knob bolt 118. 

The fastener 124 is adapted to connect the bracket 122 to the sled 104. In one 

embodiment, the fastener 124 is connected to the bracket 122 by welding. However, 

the present invention is not limited to any particular joining method used for 

connecting the fastener 124 to the bracket 122.

[0048] The spring 126 is disposed on the fastener 124. More specifically, as 

depicted in Figures 3 and 4, the spring 126 is disposed on the portion of the fastener 

124 that is positioned below an upper lip 146 (shown in Figure 4) of the sled 104. 

Additionally, at the bottom end of the fastener 124, a nut and washer assembly 128 is 

fitted for retaining the spring 126 on the fastener 124 and for preventing removal of 

the spring 126 from the fastener 124. In the unlocked configuration of the locking 

mechanism 100 and during an upward motion of the knob 106, the fastener 124 is 

adapted to move upward to facilitate lifting of the sled 104.

[0049] The bracket 122 and the sled 104 are connected to each other by the 

fastener 124 so that the sled 104 and the bracket 122 may move or slide with respect 

to each other. The relative sliding movement of the sled 104 with respect to the 

bracket 122 is facilitated by the spring 126. Additionally, in the locked configuration 

of the locking mechanism 100, any upward force on the knob 106 is absorbed by the 

spring 126 without corresponding movement of the sled 104. More particularly, as 

the knob 106 is moved in the upward direction, the fastener 124, the knob 106, and 

the bracket 122 pivot, as shown in Figure 5, thus preventing the bracket 122, sled 104, 

and padlock 114 from being destroyed.

[0050] The cam 110 is coupled to the sled 104. A first end 148 of the cam 

110 is connected to a raised lip 130 (shown in Figure 4) of the sled 104 in a way such 

that the cam 110 is adapted to pivot along the first end 148. The other end 158 of the 

cam 110 is connected to the sled arresting element 112. The sled arresting element 

112 is coupled to the cam 110 and adapted to pivot in accordance with movement of 

the cam 110 for facilitating locking and unlocking of the sled 104 and the locking
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mechanism 100. In one embodiment, the sled arresting element 112 is a horizontal 

rod. However, the present invention is not limited to any particular example of the 

sled arresting element 112.

[0051] The padlock 114 is disposed on the center post 102 and adapted to 

removably lock the sled 104 with respect to the center post 102 by the sled arresting 

element 112 for facilitating locking and unlocking of the locking mechanism 100. 

Referring to Figure 6, when the padlock 114 is in locked position, the body of the 

padlock 114 blocks the horizontal movement of the sled arresting element 112. In 

other words, in the locked position of the padlock 114, the body of the padlock 114 is 

positioned in front of the sled arresting element 112 and thereby prevents the 

movement of the sled arresting element 112. Accordingly, the sled 104 cannot move 

and the latch rod 136 and the doors 138 cannot be opened. Further, blocking of the 

movement of the sled arresting element 112 prevents movement of the sled 102 and 

thereby facilitates locking of the locking mechanism 100. The padlock 114 may be 

disposed in a housing or lock box 132 on the outside of the storage container. The 

padlock 114 is preferably positioned so that the key insertion surface of the padlock 

faces toward the bottom of the storage cabinet or in a downward direction.

[0052] Figures 7a and 7b illustrate an unlocked position of the padlock 114. 

When the padlock 114 is unlocked, one end of a padlock shackle 115 is removed from 

a locking/unlocking hole (not shown) on the body of the padlock 114. Accordingly, 

due to the weight of the body of the padlock 114, the padlock 114 moves downward 

(due to gravity) and the sled arresting element 112 passes through a shackle loop 113 

as the knob 106 is lifted upwards.

[0053] Further, as shown in Figures 7b and 8, the locking mechanism 100 

includes a cover 134 disposed on the center post 102 for precluding a drilling 

operation. More specifically, the cover 134 is disposed on the center post 102 in such 

a way that there is limited space between the center post 102 and the padlock 114. 

Accordingly, this limited space between the center post 102 and the padlock 114, as 

well as the vertical configuration of the locking mechanism 100 prevents a drill from 

being positioned to unlock the locking mechanism 100. The placement of the cover 

134 and the vertical position of the padlock 114 restricts the space and does not allow 

for a drill to be vertically positioned between the cover 134 and the padlock 114 to 

drill out all tumblers of the padlock 114 at a straight vertical angle.
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[0054] Furthermore, the locking mechanism 100 includes a latch rod 136 

disposed on the sled 104. The latch rod 136 is adapted to facilitate removable locking 

of the sled 104 with a door 138 of the storage box 116. More specifically, the latch 

rod 136 is adapted to be removably secured to door catches 140 of the door 138, as 

shown in Figure 4.

[0055] Referring to Figure 9, in one embodiment, the locking mechanism 100 

includes a fixed pivot 142 for preventing locking of the cam 110. In the unlocked 

position of the padlock 114, as the sled 104 moves in upward direction, the cam 110 

pivots with respect to the sled 104. The pivoting movement of the cam 110 moves the 

sled arresting element 112 horizontally. In the absence of the fixed pivot 142, as the 

sled 104 moves in upward direction, the sled arresting element 112 may move in an 

upward direction without pivoting the cam 110, thereby locking the movement of the 

cam 110 with respect to the sled arresting element 112. Thus, the fixed pivot 142 

prevents the upward movement of the sled arresting element 112.

[0056] Further, referring to Figure 10, in one embodiment of the present 

invention, the L-shaped bracket 122 may be replaced by a C-shaped channel 144 for 

providing better control during actuation.

[0057] In use, to open the storage box 116, the padlock 114 is unlocked. 

Since the padlock 114 is unlocked (shown in Figures 7a and 7b), the body of the 

padlock 114 moves downward (due to gravity) and the sled arresting clement 112 

passes through the shackle loop 113 as the knob 106 is lifted upwards, or toward the 

top of the storage cabinet. The upward movement of the knob 106 lifts the fastener 

124. As the fastener 124 is raised, due to relative sliding movement of the bracket 

122 and sled 104 with respect to center post 102, the spring 126 absorbs the force 

applied to the knob. The force is then transferred to the sled 104 to lift the sled 104 

upward, in the same direction as the knob 106. Further, since the cam 110 is 

connected to the sled 104, the cam 110 pushes the sled arresting element 112 in a 

horizontal or forward direction through the shackle loop 113 of the padlock shackle 

115. At the same time, the latch rod 136 disposed on the sled 104 is lifted and clears 

the door catches 140. Thus, the doors 138 can be opened.

[0058] Further, when the padlock 114 is in a locked configuration (shown in 

Figure 6), the body of padlock 114 blocks the horizontal movement of the sled 

arresting element 112. In other words, in the locked position of the padlock 114, the 

body of the padlock 114 is positioned in front of the sled arresting element 112 and
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thereby prevents the movement of the sled arresting element 112. Accordingly, the 

sled 104 cannot move and the latch rod 136 and the doors 138 can not be opened.

[0059] Referring to Figure 5, blocking of the movement of the sled arresting 

element 112 prevents movement of the sled 102 and thereby facilitates locking of the 

locking mechanism 100. The knob 106 may be actuated even in the locked 

configuration of the padlock 114. However, the movement of the knob 106 is 

absorbed by the spring 126. More particularly, as the knob 106 is moved in the 

upward direction, the fastener 124 moves upward along with the knob 106 and the 

bracket 122. The bracket 122 pivots downwardly against the upper lip 146 of the sled 

104 as the fastener 124 moves along with the knob 106. Due to the pivoting 

movement of the bracket 122, a first end 123 of the bracket 122 abuts the sled 104, 

and a second end 125 of the bracket 122 moves away from the sled 104. The spring 

126 absorbs the force of the bracket 122 pushing on the upper lip 146. Thus, when 

the padlock 114 is in a locked configuration, any upward force applied to the knob 

106 is absorbed by the spring 126 and is not transmitted to the bracket 122, sled 104, 

or padlock 114.

[0060] Referring to Figures 11 to 15, a locking mechanism 150 is described, 

in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention. The locking 

mechanism 150 is similar in structure to the locking mechanism 100, except for the 

addition of a bracket 152, a connecting link 154 and a guide bush 156. The bracket 

152 is disposed on the center post 102. The connecting link 154 hingedly connects 

the cam 110 to the bracket 152. More specifically, one end of the connecting link 154 

is pivotably connected to the bracket 152. Similarly, the other end of the connecting 

link 154 is pivotably connected to the cam 110. The other end of the connecting link 

154 is pivotably connected to the cam 110 at a location in between the pivoting ends 

of the cam 110. The connecting link 154 is adapted to facilitate movement of the sled 

arresting element 112 by transferring the upward and downward movement of the sled 

104 to the pivoting movement of the cam 110. The pivoting movement of the cam 

110 is then transferred in to reciprocating motion of the connecting link 154.

[0061] The guide bush 156 (shown in Figure 11 and 15) is adapted to facilitate 

smooth operation of the locking mechanism 150. More specifically, the guide bush 

156 prevents the sled arresting element 112 from falling out of the hole provided on 

the center post 102 by providing greater surface support.

10
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4 [0062] The locking mechanism 150 is further provided with a cover 134 

(shown in Figures 12 to 14b) in accordance with another embodiment of the present 

invention. The cover 134 has a wedge-shaped structure, as shown in Figures 12 to 

14b. The cover 134 is disposed on the center post 102 in such a way that there is 

limited space between the center post 102 and the padlock 114. Accordingly, this 

limited space between the center post 102 and the padlock 114, as well as the vertical 

configuration of the locking mechanism 150 prevents a drill from being positioned to 

unlock the locking mechanism 150. Figure 13 illustrates the locking mechanism of 

Figure 11 when the padlock 114 is locked and the knob 106 is actuated.

[0063] In use, to open the storage box 116, the padlock 114 is unlocked 

(shown in Figure 14a). Since the padlock 114 is unlocked, one end of a padlock 

shackle 115 is removed from a locking/unlocking hole (not shown) on the body of the 

padlock 114. Accordingly, due to the weight of the body of the padlock 114, the 

padlock 114 moves downward (due to gravity) and the sled arresting element 112 

passes through the shackle loop 113 as the knob 106 is lifted upwards, or toward the 

top of the storage cabinet. The upward movement of the knob 106 facilitates lifting of 

the fastener 124. As the fastener 124 is raised, due to relative sliding movement of 

the bracket 122 and sled 104 with respect to center post 102, the spring 126 absorbs 

the force applied to the knob. The force is then transferred to the sled 104 to facilitate 

lifting of the sled 104. Further, since the cam 110 is connected to the sled 104, the 

cam 110 pushes the sled arresting element 112 through the shackle loop 113 of the 

padlock shackle 115. At the same time, the latch rod 136 disposed on the sled 104 is 

lifted and clears the door catches 140. Thus, the doors 138 can be opened.

[0064] Further, when the padlock 114 is in a locked configuration (shown in 

Figure 14b), the body of padlock 114 blocks the horizontal movement of the sled 

arresting element 112. In other words, in the locked position of the padlock 114, the 

body of the padlock 114 is positioned in front of the sled arresting element 112 and 

thereby prevents the movement of the sled arresting element 112. Accordingly, the 

sled 104 cannot move and the latch rod 136 and the doors 138 can not be opened.

[0065] Referring to Figure 13, blocking of the movement of the sled arresting 

element 112 prevents movement of the sled 104 and thereby facilitates locking of the 

locking mechanism 150. The knob 106 may be actuated even in the locked 

configuration of the padlock 114. However, the movement of the knob 106 is 

absorbed by the spring 126. More particularly, as the knob 106 is moved in the
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upward direction, the fastener 124 moves upward along with the knob 106 and the 

bracket 122. The bracket 122 pivots downwardly against the upper lip 146 of the sled 

104 as the fastener 124 moves along with the knob 106. Due to pivoting movement 

of the bracket 122, a first end 123 of the bracket 122 abuts to the sled 104 and a 

second end 125 of the bracket 122 moves away from the sled 104. The spring 126 

absorbs the force of the bracket 122 pushing on the upper lip 146. Thus, when the 

padlock 114 is in a locked configuration, any upward force applied to the knob 106 is 

absorbed by the spring 126 and is not transmitted to the bracket 122, sled 104, or 

padlock 114.

[0066] Now referring to Figures 16 to 20, a locking mechanism 200 is 

disclosed, in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention. The 

locking mechanism 200 is disposed on a center post 202 of a storage container. The 

locking mechanism 200 includes a sled 204, an actuator or knob 206, a connecting 

mechanism 208, a sled arresting mechanism including a cam 210 and a sled arresting 

element 212, and a padlock 214. The center post 202, the sled arresting mechanism 

212 and the padlock 214 are similar in structure and function to the center post 102, 

the sled arresting element 112 and the padlock 114 as depicted in Figures 3-4.

[0067] The sled 204 is slidingly disposed on the center post 202. The knob 

206 is operatively coupled to the center post 202 and the sled 204. One end of the 

knob 206 is connected to a fixed pivot 216 and the other end of the knob 206 allows a 

user to move the knob 206 with respect to the fixed pivot 216. The knob 206 is 

adapted to actuate the sled 204 when the locking mechanism 200 is in an unlocked 

configuration.

[0068] The connecting mechanism 208 is coupled to the knob 206 and the 

sled 204. The connecting mechanism 208 is adapted to facilitate movement of the 

sled 204 on the center post 202 in an unlocked configuration of the locking 

mechanism 200. The connecting mechanism 208 includes a vertical rod 218, a nut 

and washer assembly 220 and a spring 222. The vertical rod 218 is operatively 

connected to the sled 204 and the knob 206. The vertical rod 218 has a stopper 224 

(shown in Figure 17) disposed at a lower end thereof. Due to upward movement of 

the vertical rod 218, the stopper 224 interacts with a receiver 233 of the sled 204, and 

thereby lifts the sled 204.

[0069] The vertical rod 218 is connected to the knob 206 at a location 

substantially away from the fixed pivot 216 of the knob. The spring 222 is disposed

12
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on a top end of the vertical rod 218. The nut and washer assembly 220 is disposed on 

the top end of the vertical rod above the spring 222. The spring 222 is positioned 

between the knob 206 and the nut and the washer assembly 220. More specifically, 

the spring 222 is disposed between a bracket 226 and the nut and the washer assembly 

220. Additionally, as the knob 206 is lifted, the spring 222 absorbs the force applied 

to the knob 206. The spring 222 facilitates movement of the knob 206 without 

causing corresponding movement of the sled 204 during a locked configuration of the 

locking mechanism 200.

[0070] Referring to Figure 18, as the knob 206 is moved in the upward 

direction, the vertical rod 218 moves upward along with the knob 206 and the bracket 

226. The spring 222 becomes compressed as the vertical rod 218 moves along with 

the knob 206.

[0071] The cam 210 is operatively coupled to the connecting mechanism 208 

and the sled 204. More specifically, a top end of the cam 210 is connected to a lower 

end of the vertical rod 218. Further, the middle portion of the cam 210 is connected 

to a fixed pivot 228 and a lower end of the cam 210 is connected to the sled arresting 

element 212. The cam 210 is adapted to pivot with respect to the fixed pivot 228. 

More specifically, the lower end of the cam 210 includes a slot 230 for enabling 

motion of the sled arresting element 212 therein. The sled arresting element 212 is 

coupled to the cam 210 and adapted to move in accordance with movement of the 

cam 210 for facilitating locking and unlocking of the sled 204 and the locking 

mechanism 200.

[0072] In use, when the padlock 214 is in an unlocked configuration (shown 

in Figure 19), one end of a padlock shackle 215 is removed from a locking/unlocking 

hole (not shown) on the body of the padlock 214. Accordingly, the weight of the 

body of the padlock 214 moves the padlock 214 downwards and the sled arresting 

element 212 passes through a shackle loop 213 as the knob 206 is lifted upwards. 

When the knob 206 is lifted the spring 222 absorbs the force applied to the knob 206. 

The upward movement of the knob 206 lifts the rod 218. As the cam 210 rotates 

about fixed pivot 228, the cam 210 pushes the sled arresting element 212 through the 

shackle loop 213 of the padlock shackle 215. As the vertical rod 218 is lifted, the 

stopper 224 located on the vertical rod 218 interacts with the receiver 233 and lifts the 

sled 204. As the sled 204 is lifted, the latch rod 236 disposed on the sled 204 is lifted 

and clears the door catches so the doors can be opened.
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[0073] Further, when the padlock 214 is in a locked configuration (shown in 

Figure 20), the body of the padlock 214 blocks the horizontal movement of the sled 

arresting element 212. In other words, in the locked position of the padlock 214, the 

body of the padlock 214 is positioned in front of the sled arresting element 212 and 

thereby prevents the movement of the sled arresting element 212. Accordingly, the 

sled 204 cannot move and the doors 138 cannot be opened. Further, blocking of the 

movement of the sled arresting element 212 prevents movement of the sled 202 and 

thereby facilitates locking of the locking mechanism 200. However, the knob 206 

may still be rotated about the fixed pivot 216. This rotation of the knob 206 does not 

result in actuation of the cam 210 and the sled arresting element 212 because as the 

knob 206 is moved in the upward direction, the vertical rod 218 moves upward along 

with the knob 206 and the bracket 226. The spring 222 becomes compressed as the 

vertical rod 218 moves along the knob 206. Thus, in locked configuration of padlock 

214, the force exerted by the knob 206 is absorbed by the spring 222 and the force is 

not transmitted to the sled 204 or padlock 214.

[0074] Figures 16 to 18 also illustrate a lock box 232 and a latch rod 236. The 

lock box 232 is disposed on the center post 202 and adapted to contain the padlock 

214 therein. The latch rod 236 facilitates removable locking of the sled 204 with a 

door of the storage box. More specifically, the latch rod 236 is adapted to be 

removably secured to door catches of the door of the storage box.

[0075] Referring to Figures 21 to 23, a locking mechanism 300 is disclosed, in 

accordance with another embodiment of the present invention. The locking 

mechanism 300 is disposed on a center post 302 of a storage container. The locking 

mechanism 300 is similar in structure and function to the locking mechanism 200, 

except with respect to actuator or knob 306, connecting mechanism 308 and cam 310.

[0076] The knob 306 is adapted to enable a reciprocating motion, i.e. 

vertically upward and downward motion, instead of a pivoting motion. The 

connecting mechanism 308 includes a vertical rod 318, a nut and washer assembly 

320 and a spring 322. The vertical rod 318 is operatively connected to the sled 304 

and the knob 306. The vertical rod 318 has a stopper (not shown) disposed at a lower 

end thereof. Due to upward movement of the vertical rod 318, the stopper interacts 

with a receiver (not shown) of the sled 304 and thereby lifts the sled 304. The vertical 

rod 318 is connected to the knob 306 at a location substantially away from a free end 

of the knob 306. The spring 322 is disposed on the vertical rod 318. The nut and
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washer assembly 320 is disposed on a top end of the vertical rod 318 above the spring 

322, wherein the spring 322 is disposed between the knob 306 and the nut and the 

washer assembly 320.

[0077] The cam 310 is operatively coupled to the connecting mechanism 308 

and the sled 304. More specifically, a top end of the cam 310 is connected to a lower 

end of the vertical rod 318 and a lower end of the cam 310 is connected to the sled 

arresting element 312. In this embodiment, cam 310 is a straight cam.

[0078] In use, when the padlock 314 of the locking mechanism 300 is in an 

unlocked configuration (shown in Figure 22), one end of a padlock shackle 315 is 

removed from a locking unlocking hole (not shown) on the body of the padlock 314. 

Accordingly, due to the weight of the body of the padlock 314, the padlock 314 

moves downward (due to gravity) and the sled arresting element 312 passes through a 

shackle loop 313 as the knob 306 is lifted upwards. When the knob 306 is lifted, the 

spring 322 absorbs the force applied to the knob 306. The upward movement of the 

knob 306 lifts the rod 318. The upward movement of the rod 318 causes the cam 310 

to push the sled arresting element 312 through the shackle loop 313 of the padlock 

shackle 315. As the vertical rod 318 is lifted, the stopper (not shown) located on the 

vertical rod 318 interacts with a receiver of the sled 304 and lifts the sled 304. As the 

sled 304 is lifted, a latch rod 336 disposed on the sled 304 is lifted and clears door 

catches so the doors can be opened.

[0079] Further, when the padlock 314 is in a locked configuration (shown in 

Figure 23), the body of the padlock 314 blocks the horizontal movement of the sled 

arresting element 312. In other words, in the locked position of the padlock 314, the 

body of the padlock 314 is positioned in front of the sled arresting element 312 and 

thereby prevents the movement of the sled arresting element 312. Accordingly, the 

sled 304 cannot move and the doors 138 cannot be opened. Further, blocking of the 

movement of the sled arresting element 312 prevents movement of the sled 304 and 

thereby facilitates locking of the locking mechanism 300. However, the knob 306 

may still be lifted. This lifting of the knob 306 does not result in actuation of the cam 

310 and the sled arresting element 312 because as the knob 306 is moved in the 

upward direction, the vertical rod 318 moves upward along with the knob 306. The 

spring 322 becomes compressed as the vertical rod 318 moves along the knob 306. 

Thus, in locked configuration of padlock 314, the force exerted by the knob 306 is
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absorbed by the spring 322 and the force is not transmitted to the sled 304 and 

padlock 314.

[0080] Referring to Figures 24 and 25, a spring loaded plate 408 is depicted as 

the connecting mechanism. The spring loaded plate 408 includes a knob plate 410, a 

sled 412, weld studs 414, flat washers 416, a spring 418, and a knob 420. The spring 

418 may be installed between the sled 412 and the knob plate 410. The weld studs 

414 are adapted to be installed in the knob plate 410 and adapted to ride in slots 

provided in the sled 412 for ensuring alignment.

[0081] In the unlocked position of a padlock of a locking mechanism, such as 

the locking mechanisms 100, 200 and 300, as the knob 420 is lifted, the upward 

movement of the knob 420 lifts the sled 412. Further, when the padlock is in a locked 

configuration, the knob 420 may still be lifted by means of elongated openings 422 

configured on the sled 412 and by expansion of the spring 418. However, this lifting 

of the knob 420 does not result in the upward movement of the sled 412 as the upward 

movement of the knob 420 is absorbed by the spring 418.

[0082] The locking mechanisms described above are resistant to drill attack 

due to vertical configuration of the locking mechanisms and the positioning of a cover 

on a center post. Further, the locking mechanisms preclude application of positive 

force on a padlock by an actuation knob in a locked configuration of the padlock, as 

external force applied on the actuation knob is absorbed by the spring of the locking 

mechanism and thereby prevents the transmission of such force to the sled and 

padlock. Still further, the locking mechanisms are easy to use and provide improved 

security. Additionally, the locking mechanisms provide a user with a quick visual 

inspection of the locking mechanisms to determine a locked or an unlocked 

configuration of the locking mechanisms. Due to the vertical configuration of the 

locking mechanisms, the padlock is not visible to a user in the locked configuration, 

and the padlock is visible in the unlocked configuration.

[0083] While considerable emphasis has been placed herein on the particular 

features of this invention, it will be appreciated that various modifications can be 

made, and that many changes can be made in the preferred embodiments without 

departing from the principles of the invention. These and other modifications in the 

nature of the invention or the preferred embodiments will be apparent to those skilled 

in the art from the disclosure herein, whereby it is to be distinctly understood that the
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3 foregoing descriptive matter is to be interpreted merely as illustrative of the invention 

and not as a limitation.

[0085] In this specification, the terms “comprise”, “comprises”, “comprising” 

or similar terms are intended to mean a non-exclusive inclusion, such that a system, 

method or apparatus that comprises a list of elements does not include those elements 

solely, but may well include other elements not listed.

[0086] The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should not 

be taken as, an acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that the prior art forms 

part of the common general knowledge in Australia.
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5 CLAIMS

1. A locking mechanism when used in a storage container, the storage 

container including a center post, the locking mechanism comprising:

an actuator coupled to the center post, the actuator being capable of moving 

the locking mechanism from a locked position where access to the storage container is 

prevented to an unlocked position in which access to the storage container is allowed;

a sled disposed on the center post and operatively coupled to the actuator; 

a connecting mechanism for connecting the actuator to the sled; 

a lock positioned on the center post, the lock capable of being locked and

unlocked; and

a sled arresting mechanism operatively coupled to the sled and allowing 

movement of the sled on the center post when the lock is unlocked;

wherein when the lock is unlocked and the actuator is moved in a vertical 

direction, the sled moves in the same direction as the actuator, thereby moving the 

sled arresting mechanism in a horizontal direction toward the lock, which causes the 

latch rod to unlock the storage container.

2. The locking mechanism of claim 1 wherein the connecting mechanism 

includes a bracket coupled to the actuator, a fastener connecting the bracket to the 

sled, and a spring disposed on the fastener.

3. The locking mechanism of claim 2 wherein any force applied to the 

actuator in the locked position is absorbed by the spring.

4. The locking mechanism of claim 1 or claim 18 wherein the sled 

arresting mechanism includes a cam secured to a sled arresting element.

5. The locking mechanism of claim 1 or claim 16 wherein the lock is a 

padlock having a shackle and a lock body, the lock body including a key insertion 

surface, and the key insertion surface facing a downward direction.

6. The locking mechanism of claim 5 or claim 13 wherein the padlock is 

positioned within a housing on the outside of the storage container.
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5 7. The locking mechanism of claim 5 wherein in the unlocked position, 

the sled arresting element passes through a shackle loop of the padlock as the actuator 

is lifted in a vertical direction.

8. The locking mechanism of claim 5 wherein in the locked position, the 

lock body of the padlock body blocks any movement of the sled arresting element.

9. The locking mechanism of claim 1 or claim 13 or claim 18 further 

comprising a cover disposed on the center post to prevent access to the lock.

10. The locking mechanism of claim 9 or claim 16 wherein the cover is 

positioned below the lock on the center post.

11. The locking mechanism of claim 1 further comprising a latch rod 

disposed on the sled, the latch rod engaging with door catches on the storage 

container.

12. The locking mechanism of claim 1 further comprising a guide bush 

surrounding the sled arresting element.

13. A locking mechanism when used in a storage container, the storage 

container including a center post, the locking mechanism having an unlocked 

configuration in which the storage container can be opened and a locked configuration 

in which the storage container cannot be opened, the locking mechanism comprising:

a sled slidingly disposed on the center post;

an actuator coupled to the center post and to the sled, the actuator adapted to 

actuate the sled in the unlocked configuration of the locking mechanism;

a connecting mechanism for connecting the actuator to the sled, the connecting 

mechanism including a bracket coupled to the actuator, a fastener connecting the 

bracket to the sled, and a spring disposed on the fastener;

a cam coupled to the sled;

a padlock positioned on the center post, the padlock having a shackle and a 

key insertion surface, and the padlock capable of being locked and unlocked;
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5 a sled arresting element secured to the cam, the sled arresting element 

allowing sliding movement of the sled on the center post when the padlock is 

unlocked; and

a latch rod disposed on the sled, the latch rod being configured to engage with 

door catches on the storage container in the locked configuration of the storage 

container;

wherein when the padlock is locked, the sled arresting element prevents 

movement of the sled, thereby preventing the actuator from moving the locking 

mechanism to the unlocked configuration, and when the padlock is unlocked, the sled 

arresting element allows movement of the sled, thereby allowing the actuator to move 

the locking mechanism to the unlocked configuration.

14. The locking mechanism of claim 13 or claim 18 wherein the key 

insertion surface of the padlock faces a downward direction.

15. The locking mechanism of claim 13 or claim 17 or claim 19 wherein 

any force applied to the actuator in the locked configuration is absorbed by the spring.

16. A storage container having a center post, a floor, upright side walls, a 

rear wall extending upwardly from the floor, and a ceiling attached to the side walls 

and rear wall, the floor, side walls, rear wall, and ceiling define a storage cavity, the 

storage container further including a locking mechanism, the locking mechanism 

comprising:

an actuator coupled to the center post, the actuator being capable of moving 

the locking mechanism from a locked position where access to the storage container is 

prevented to an unlocked position in which access to the storage container is allowed;

a sled disposed on the center post and operatively coupled to the actuator; 

a connecting mechanism for connecting the actuator to the sled; 

a lock positioned within a housing on the center post; 

a sled arresting mechanism operatively coupled to the sled and allowing

movement of the sled on the center post when the lock is unlocked; and 

a cover positioned on the center post to prevent access to the lock; 

wherein when the lock is locked, the sled arresting mechanism prevents

movement of the sled, thereby preventing the actuator from moving the locking
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5 mechanism to the unlocked position, and when the lock is unlocked, the sled arresting 

mechanism allows movement of the sled, thereby allowing the actuator to move the 

locking mechanism to the unlocked position.

17. The storage container of claim 16 wherein the connecting mechanism 

includes a bracket coupled to the actuator, a fastener connecting the bracket to the 

sled, and a spring disposed on the fastener.

18. A lock system for a container with a closure which is moveable 

between locked and unlocked positions, the container including a center post, the lock 

system utilizing a lock having a body with a key insertion surface facing a downward 

direction, and a shackle, the lock system comprising g:

an actuator coupled to the center post, the actuator being capable of moving 

the lock system from a locked position where access to the container is prevented to 

an unlocked position in which access to the container is allowed;

a sled slidingly disposed on the center post and operatively coupled to the 

actuator;

a connecting mechanism for connecting the actuator to the sled, the connecting 

mechanism including a bracket coupled to the actuator and a fastener connecting the 

bracket to the sled; and

a sled arresting mechanism operatively coupled to the sled and allowing 

sliding movement of the sled on the center post when the lock is in the unlocked 

position;

wherein when the lock is locked, the sled arresting mechanism prevents 

movement of the sled, thereby preventing the actuator from moving the lock system to 

the unlocked position, and when the lock is unlocked, the sled arresting mechanism 

allows movement of the sled, thereby allowing the actuator to move the lock system 

to the unlocked position.

19. The locking mechanism of claim 18 wherein the connecting 

mechanism further comprises a spring disposed on the fastener.

20. The locking mechanism of claim 18 wherein the lock comprises a 

padlock.
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